INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer in men is extremely rare and accounts for < 1% of all malignant breast neoplasm cases. Among the histological types, invasive ductal carcinoma is the most prevalent breast cancer in males, with an incidence varying from 65 to 95% followed by papillary carcinoma (5% of tumors) while lobular carcinoma represents only 1% of all the tumors. We herein report the case of a 70-year-old male presenting with unilateral breast mass due to an underlying invasive lobular carcinoma stage IIIB (ILC).

CASE:
A seventy years old male presented to our outpatient clinic with right painless breast mass of 6 years duration. His history showed no evidence of liver disease, no history of any chronic medication and patient also didn’t take any hormonal treatment. His family history was negative for breast cancer or ovarian cancer. Examination revealed a 15 x 10 cms hard sub-areola tender mass almost occupying whole breast with irregular borders almost fixed to underlying structure (Figure 1). The growth was replacing whole of the nipple. No axillary lymph node was palpable. Contralateral left breast was apparently normal and mammography also showed no growth. Liver function tests, calcium, prostatic specific antigen, right upper quadrant ultrasound and chest x-ray were reported as normal. A fine needle aspiration revealed findings consistent with invasive lobular carcinoma. Lobular breast cancer is difficult to explain and need further research to understand its pathogenesis and molecular profile to provide better vision for improved therapeutic management options.

DISCUSSION:
About 42% of male breast cancer cases are diagnosed in stage III or IV, probably because men do not seek medical attention for breast masses as quickly as women. As well the tumor is closer to the skin in males, which increases the likelihood of infiltration into the dermis. The median age of male breast cancer is in their 60s. Testicular trauma, infection or maldescent results in deficiency of testosterone which may later act as possible predisposing factors. Conditions that have been associated with the occurrence of breast neoplasms in men are BRCA 1 & 2 gene mutation, cirrhosis, obesity, radiation exposure, heavy industry toxin exposures and the use of exogenous estrogen. Although gynecomastia has been suggested to be present in 6-38% of breast cancer cases in men, it was not evident in our patient. Our patient did not have a family, hormonal, or genetic history that could justify the high risk for breast cancer. Genetic diseases such as Klinefelter’s syndrome and Cowden’s disease have been shown to be related to breast cancer in men. The risk of a contralateral breast cancer appears to be higher for men than it is for women. Some studies indicate that men with breast cancer have a 30-fold increased risk of contralateral breast cancer, much greater than the two- to fourfold risk among women with breast cancer. Estrogen receptors and progesterone receptors play a major role in breast cancers in men, and they are present in about 90% and 81% of breast cancers in males, respectively. Furthermore, overexpression of the proto-oncogene HER-2 presents the worst prognostic for a patient. Other markers that have been recently studied are p27, MIB-1 and Bcl-2 genes. Although males have considerably less mammary parenchyma than women, the investigation must be a combination of a clinical examination, mammography, cytology, and percutaneous biopsies. Due to the smaller size of male mammary parenchyma, the elected surgical treatment is modified radical mastectomy. Tamoxifen should still be considered as the optimal adjuvant therapy option for male patients with endocrine responsive disease.

**FIGURE 1:** Figure showing irregular infiltrating growth in right breast

**FIGURE 2:** Histological section of the breast tumor showing invasive lobular carcinoma.
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**ABSTRACT**

Male breast cancer comprises only 1% of all mammary cancers. Invasive ductal carcinoma is the commonest subtype in both men and women. Though lobular breast cancer is commonly seen in women, but it is extremely uncommon in men. It can be due to lack of lobular development in male breast. We report a case of 70 years old male who presented to OPD with right breast painless growth without any significant medical or family history. Fine needle aspiration revealed findings consistent with invasive lobular carcinoma. The patient underwent modified right radical mastectomy with right axillary sampling. Histological examination showed invasive lobular carcinoma. Lobular breast cancer is difficult to explain and need further research to understand its pathogenesis and molecular profile to provide better vision for improved therapeutic management options.
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CONCLUSION:
Invasive lobular breast carcinoma in men is extremely rare with little evidence to guide clinical work-up and patient management. Despite an absence of a familial history of breast cancer, hormonal abnormalities, or a genetic disease, the male patient in the present study developed the breast cancer. The causative factors in this patient were unable to be definitively identified. The pathophysiology of breast cancer in males is not adequately understood. Further studies and research on such rare mammary malignancies in males are required to better understand the pathophysiology and epidemiology of this rare cancer which can guide clinical management for improved patient outcomes.
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